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Here you can find the menu of Blue Doors in Bandung. At the moment, there are 15 menus and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Rony S likes about Blue Doors:

While walking around Alkateri Street, my eyes accidentally fell on a blue door flanked by many paintings on the
left and right.... Curious, I finally approached and entered, which turned out to be a coffee shop with a modern

concept plus an building that has not been restored. In the midst of the hot sun, I made the right decision to cool
off in this cafe room accompanied by a cold glass of matcha latte...the atmosph... read more. What E doesn't like

about Blue Doors:
This coffee shop is not like it used to be. It’s pretty much an overpriced and overrated place. What’s with

takeaway cups nowadays? We dined in for goodness’ sake! Seats were somewhat awkward and uncomfortable.
They forgot our order, waited for more than a minute for a pastry that they only heated up in a microwave. It got
soggy and wasn’t nice. Found an eyelash in it, too. read more. Blue Doors from Bandung is a good option for a

bar if you want to have a cocktail after work and hang out with friends, Furthermore, the drinks list in this
restaurant is impressive and offers a good and comprehensive variety of beers from the area and from

worldwide, which are definitely worth a try. In this restaurant there is also an large selection of coffee and tea
specialties not to forget.
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Desser�
MATCHA

Littl� thing�
CINNAMON ROLL

Ho� drink�
TEA

Condiment�
SYRUP

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

CHAI

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

MILK

Coffe�
FLAT WHITE
COFFEE

CAPPUCCINO

COFFEE

MATCHA LATTE

CHAI LATTE
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